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Our Mission:
NRTC provides solutions that help
our telecommunications and
electric coop members bring all of
the advantages of today’s evolving
technology to rural America
Our Vision:
NRTC will be our members’ most
trusted technology partner
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NRTC’s Reach with Members

Managed Broadband Solutions
Satellite Broadband
AMI/SmartGrid
Workforce Management
Fixed Wireless
Video Solutions
Fiber Broadband
Wireless Solutions
Solar
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Utility Solutions - Helping electrics realize the benefits of
moving to a modern, real-time, intelligent grid
Smart Grid

Smart Analytics

Advanced Energy

Focus on Grid
Modernization

Focus on Decision
Making

Focus on Next Generation
Energy Solutions

Solutions to help deploy,
connect, manage and maintain
the electric grid

Solutions to help collect,
report, and analyze
information

Solutions for Distributed Energy
generation and management

 AMI

 Data Collection and Reporting

 Storage Solutions

 Broadband/Fiber Connectivity

 Analysis and Decision Support

 Workforce Management

 Predictive Maintenance

 Demand Response, CVR, Home
Energy Management

Support
Focus on Service
and Support






 Solar Deployment

Project Management
Communications System Design
Training
Customer Support
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What’s New Around …..
Demand Response and
Demand Management
Solar, Storage, and
Distributed Generation
Fiber and Networks
AMI and Smart Grid
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Demand Response and Demand Management
Enabler: AMI

Direct Load Control

 AMI networks can
enable a range of
applications, including
those that support DR

 Software to control
and monitor two-way
DLC switches typically
on water heaters and
air conditioners

› Control of regulators
and capacitors
› Data for TOU pricing

Conservation
Voltage Reduction

 Software to control
regulators & capacitors
to optimize voltage
 Monitor voltage
 Reduce demand
charges without directly
impacting consumers

Smart Thermostats

 Nationwide Demand
Response Programs
› Nest and Bring Your
own Thermostat

 Leverage national
scale for better pricing
and support
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NRTC/NEST Thermostat Program
 Great DR Option – a DR solution that
reduces peaks without any truck-rolls
 A nationwide agreement with superior
pricing and terms
 Device ordering through your website
linked to the NRTC portal
 Opportunity to offer members a valuable
service while generating value for Coop
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Conservation Voltage Reduction
Use your AMI data to monitor and control
CVR programs

Reduce demand charges without directly impacting
consumers

Energy Efficiency

Increase energy delivery efficiency up to 4%
without requiring customer behavioral
changes or lifestyle impact
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Solar and Storage

Developing nearly 75 MW of
projects around the U.S.
 Wisconsin

 California

 Texas

 New Mexico

 Vermont

 Minnesota
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Fiber and Networks

Pulse Broadband works with
cooperatives on fiber for
SmartGrid and commercial
and residential connectivity
NRTC Agrees to Acquire Pulse
Broadband to Expand Communications
Solutions for Members
Aug 25, 2016
NRTC and Pulse Broadband today announced that
they have entered into a definitive agreement for
NRTC to acquire 100 percent of Pulse Broadband
LLC. The acquisition will enable NRTC to
accelerate its efforts to provide a full range of
technology solutions to its electric and telephone
members in the areas of broadband and
communications services.
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Cooperatives don’t need to do it all at once!
Coops will need a fiber communication
network to support Smart Grid …

 High speed, real-time synchronous data flow
between end points . . . beyond the meter
and to the specific appliance and application
level
 Secure network controlled by utility

… and they can use this network to provide
broadband where and when it makes sense

 Great broadband service for commercial and
industrial customers
 Backhaul for wireless and other telecom providers
 Partner with local telephone coops and companies
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Evolving to the true Smart Grid requires more data from
more end points on a more frequent basis
More data from an expanding array of endpoints need to be connected

Applications such as: AMI, SCADA, Distribution Management System,
Distribution Automation, Demand Response, Asset Management, MDM
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AMI trends and technology considerations
AMI technologies will continue to evolve, as will member needs
Trends and Technology Evolution
 Greater amount of data from a number of new end points; moving beyond meter-to-bill
to true Smart Grid
 Capacity, coverage, and reliability advancements in some platforms
 Advancements in meters – new solutions such as cellular
Considerations for new AMI technology decisions:
What should members want in their solution?
 The most capacity to enable future Smart Grid apps; The network is an investment in a
long-term asset
 The best reliability
 Meter independence: Ability to chose the meter that fits your needs
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Silver Spring Networks
 The leading AMI network
› Over 33M end points and a 45% share of the overall U.S. market,
nearly double the nearest competitor

 The best network performance
› Currently at 1.2 Mbps, 1Q17 release targeted to achieve 2.4 Mbps
› Enough capacity for AMI and future SmartGrid end points
› Meter reading success for billing is 99.9%+
› Significantly improved range for rural: Increased number of hops,
Gen5 to provide up to 50 mi range

 Ability to select the best meters to fit members’ needs
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AMI and SmartGrid: WISER
WISER:
 Helping you use AMI data in your
day-to-day operations
 Cost-effective and easy implement
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NRTC Patronage
 NRTC paid out $6.7 million in total patronage in 2016
 We will pay current year patronage, and retire patronage, again in 2017
 NRTC (after 2017 payments) will have paid current year patronage for 23 straight years,
and has retired patronage for 11 consecutive years
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“REACT ” Cybersecurity Project
DOE funded project to develop a tool to rapidly detect cyber-attacks and compromised utility systems
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Thank You
For more information, please contact:
Chris Bradley
Regional Business Manager – Western US
(703) 727-7170
cbradley@nrtc.coop

